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ABSTRACT

We introduce generalized Lie algebras and superalgebras with generators and
structure constants taking values in a Grassmann algebra. Such algebraic structures
describe the equal time algebras in the superfield formalism. As an example we con-
sider the equal time commutators and anticommutators among bilinears made out of the
D = 1 quantum superfields describing the supersymmetric harmonic oscillator.



1. INTRODUCTION

Let us introduce the Grassmann algebra §N generated by $ = (6t •••6^), where
{flv.flj} = 0 («,J = 1---N). The multiplet Ju(*) (a = 1 - m ) of superfields is described
by the mapping Ja : 6 € Qn -* Ja € $ = 9F ® 9N, where $F describes the Z2-
graded algebra of quantized bosonic and fermionic components, with even (odd) grading
for bosonic (fermionic) ones. The expression of a superfield J" in its components takes the
following explicit form:

The grading (parity) of Ja(d) is defined as the product of parities in $F and (Jw; we
assume that the superfields J"(flj have definite parities. Thus, we have

i) bosonic superfields, with jfj,...^) even (odd) if k is even (odd)

ii) fermionic superfields, with jfJ1...it\ even (odd) if k is odd (even).

A superfield J"(S) is bosonic (fermionic) if j " is even (odd).

In a superfield description of supersymmetric QM the components i,",..;,, a r e

simply functions of time. If we consider the algebra of D = 1 superfields at fixed time (e.g.
t = 0), the algebra Qp is finite.

The aim of this paper is to study the algebraic structures for the superfields
Ja{6) which are closed under commutation or anti-commutation. For the sake of simplic-
ity we shall suppress the space-time arguments of the component fields J("(...ifc)> which
corresponds to

a) considering superfield algebras in SUSY QM at fixed time.

b) considering i("M . i t) as component fields jf^...,,)^,*) s m e a r e d o u t w i t n a t e s t

function /(£, t) . In particular one can formally consider the improper limit, f[x,t) —> S(t),
in which the Ja{i))'s describe at fixed time the superfield extension of the conserved local
current, integrated over (D-l)-dimensional space coordinates. In such a way one can
introduce the notion of superfield of charges usually with only one component describing
the "conventional" conserved global charge.

2. ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURES FOR CLOSED FINITE-DIMENSIONAL

SUPERFIELD ALGEBRAS

The simplest Lie algebraic structure for the superfields J°(fl) was proposed by
Mansouri [l], by assuming that

(2)

where fah
d / * ; + cycl{a,b,c) = 0, so that the /"* are the Lie algebra structure constants,

and the components j " in (1) describe a conventional n-dimensional Lie algebra.

An essential feature of the algebra (2) is that it is generated by the commutators
of operators depending on the same Grassmann coordinates. In contrast, the analogue of
a local current algebra in Grassmann space would be

(3)

where 6^>(6- 6') = Il£Li(flt - *£)• Assuming, by analogy with the local current algebra
for the quark model (see e.g.[2]) that the J"[S)'s are bilinear in some basic superfields
<&i(<f), the local algebra (3) could be derived if the superfield description would allow for
the canonical formalism in superspace. In such a case one would have

(4)

where

=0

(5)



Unfortunately, it is known (see [3]~[6]) that superfields do not honour the canon-
ical formalism, i.e. the superfields *;(9) cannot be accompanied with canonical supermo-
menta T,(0) , satisfying the relations (5), As a result, the relation (3) does not seem to be
useful in supersymmetric QFT, and one has to consider the following generalization

(6)

where the integration over Grassmann variables is understood in the sense of Berezin [7],

and

= 0
(7)

The algebra (6) can be extended to a superalgebra, provided that we supplement the even
operators Ja{0] with odd ones S"(0). A first guess would be the following extension of (6)

T ie)

"Ttf")

However, in the presence of odd operators S"(6), the relations (6) and (8) are not the most
general ones, because they imply definite parity properties for /"*>/"/? a n ( l fa '" 9
{even for even N, odd for odd N). The relations (6) and (8) can be generalized as follows:

S

where the three different types of f's (h's), which have an even (odd) number of Greek
indices are even (odd) functions of the Grassmann variables if N is even; if N is odd, their
parity is the opposite. The position of the Greek and Latin indices should be noticed;
for instance, faa

e and /<"£ have the same parity, but they multiply the generators with
opposite gradings in (9b) and (9c) respectively. The f's and the h's satisfy the obvious
relation, e.g.

(10)

where deg u is the grading of the index u = a, b . . . or a,0... (deg u = 0(1) for Latin
(Greek) indices).

Using graded Jacobi identities

(116)

= O

(lie)

and

(lid)



and assuming irreducibility for Ja, S", one obtains respectively the following identities for
the structure functions f""m, huv

w

(12a)

(12c)

(126)

where TJ and *̂ indicate the integration variables and

i) in formulae (12b) and (12d) the index u is Greek or Latin depending on the
permutation, in such a way that the f's (h's) have always even (odd) number of Greek
indices,

ii) in formula (12d) graded cyclic means that (aO), {(3O')(ce") and (c6")[a8){f39')
have a "+" sign and (P0')[c»"){a$) a "-" one (/3 jumps over a).

It turns out that by calculating the E.T. commutators of bilinear products of free
superfields the superalgebra (9a)-(9c) emerges provided that we consider products which
are bilocal in the Grassmann variables. Therefore in superfield applications the Grassmann
algebra QN is described by a graded tensor product of two copies of Grassmann algebras
describing the anticommuting superspace coordinates.

3. E.T. ALGEBRAS FOR SUPERFIELDS DESCRIBING THE SUSY
HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

We shall realize below the superalgebra (9a)-(9c) in terms of the bilocal bilinears
of D = 1 superfields, which describe the SUSY harmonic oscillator with complex super-
symmetries [3j,[8|,[9]. The action for Witten's supersymmetric QM in superspace has the
form



(13)

where
(14)

and $; are the real superfields (i = 1 • • • m)

(IS)

Putting V(<frJ) =
the equation

< o n e 8 e t s ' n e acti°n for supersymmetric oscillator, and $j satisfies

one gets the following formula for the supercommutator [9]

k2(&ee'e')]+

From (18) one gets the following nonvanishing E.T. graded commutators of

D*. and

JW),

(19)

The E.T. superfield graded commutators (supercommutators) (19) are fully equivalent to
the canonical E.T. relations for the fields Xi[t),ipi(t) and 0,((); the fields At(t) - -kX,(t)
are aiixiliary. The formulae (19) describe an extension of the Heisenberg algebra in the
spirit of our generalization, i.e. with the numerical constants describing quantization
conditions represented by the elements of Grassmann algebra ("Grassmann numbers").
The E.T. supercommutators (19) have the following new features with respect to the
conventional canonical formalism:

a) They are "nonlocal" in the Grassmann variables (i.e. they are not proportional
to Dirac deltas in Grassmann variables).

b) The odd commutators [J,S] among bosonic (J = $;) and fermionic (5 =
D$i,D$i) superfields do not vanish. In contrast, the E.T. commutators of a bosonic and
a fermionic canonical variable (e.g. [X,-((),^(t)j) are all zero.

The nonlocality of E.T. supercommutators (19) implies that the superalgebra
(9a)-(9c) can only be realized in terms of bilinears in superfields which are nonlocal in
the Grassmann variables. The property jJ,S] / 0 implies that the Grassmann-valued odd
structure constants h are different from zero.

10



From the superfields <&,,£>*; and
structures may be constructed;

l) Let us consider

i the following examples of closed algebraic

(20)

The E.T. supercommutators of the operators (20} provide an example of the
algebra (6).

2) The E.T. supercommutators of the bilinear products

(21)

generate another example of the algebra (6).

3) If we consider the commutators [J,J+] we obtain an example of relation (9a)
with / " ' j . = 0 and htlb

a ^ 0, where the odd operators are described by

s_
(22)

4) The six bilinears (20)-(22) provide an example of E.T. algebra described by
the set of relations (9a)-(9c). In particular the E.T. supercommutators \S±, J+] provide
the examples of the relation (9b) with / / 0 and h ^ 0, and the super-anticommutators
{5 ± ,S ± } and {S ± ,5 T } provide an example of the relations (9c), also with / ^ 0 and
MO.

11

For simplicity in the bilinears (20)-(22) we have ignored the possible matrix
insertions, which could generate a more complicated form of the algebra (9). For example
we could replace (20) by

(23)

where for i = 1, 2 ...m=2k the 2k x 2k real matrices A" describe k2 generators of U(k),
closed under matrix multiplication, i.e. A"A1' = cah'xXd, where cahd are real.

4 . THREE DIFFERENT FORMS OF THE SUPERALGEBRA (9a) (9c)

a) The algebra of local products of superfields.

We see from the example in Sec. 3 that the basic superalgebra (9a)-(9c) is
obtained if Ja and S" are the products of superfields which are bilocat in Grassmann sector
(see e.g. (23)). One can use, however, a Taylor expansion in the Grassmann variables, e.g.

and write

(24)

where (ij = 0,1)

{2S

(26}

In such a way one can replace e.g., the relation (6) for the partly bifocal product (23) by the

superalgebra (9a}-(9c) for the local products (26), with J"n(l] and J("M) describing bosonic,

12



and JJ'j O j , J?o ji fermionic local supcrficlds. It is easy to check that in the general case of

N anticonunuting coordinates in superspace every bilocal superfield J{6,6') is described
by 2N local superfields.

b) The generalization of Mansouri algebra [lj.

Let us consider the following generalization of the algebra (2)

(27a)

(274)

(27c)

Expanding, Ja(6'),Sa(8') from (9a)-(9c) in the powers of 0! - 6i, e.g.

13

where

L
(286)

one can rewrite the superalgebra (9a)-(9c) as the finite superalgebra (27a)- (27c) of the
superfields J (»v. it)(f),S^.-i*)^' w h e r e

(29)

By differentiating the relations (9a)-(9c) with respect to the 0J- variables and substituting
the Taylor expansion of JC($")>S"{$") around the point $" = 0 (as in (28a)) one can
express the structure constants Fu^, H"v

m in (27a)-(27c) by structure constants Ju"w,
kuv

w taken from (9a)-(9c) (u,v,w = (a, a)).

c) Conventional form of the superalgebra.

Firstly we observe that the algebra (6) can be reexpressed as a large superalgebra
in the components j'"^...^) (see (l)). Indeed, using expansion (l) for the Grassmann-vajned
structure constants, e.g.

N

(30)

Oft,-
and the formula

(31)

one gets from (6) the following conventional superalgebra with numerical structure con-
stants:

14



^ 1 =
(32)

whore anticommutators are assumed if both £ and m are odd, and commutators otherwise.
The Jacobi identities (7) can be written as the following set of bilinear relations for the
numerical structure constants defined by the relation (30):

\
,

= o (33)

An analogous rewriting of the superalgebra (9a)-(9c) and the graded Jacobi identities
(12a) • (12d) in its component form is tedious but straightforward.

5. FINAL REMARKS

Our example of the superaigebra (9a)-(9c) is constructed out of the E.T. bilinears
of D = 1 free superfields. In the presence of interactions the basic relations (19) are modified
- some Grassmann numbers are replaced by the operator terms (the second derivatives of
the superpotential V($?) (see (13))). In such a case the E.T. supercommutators of the
bilinears (20)-(22) cease to form a closed superalgebraic system (9a)-(9c).

In the presence of interactions describing an asymptotically free theory, one can
introduce the fully bilocal products of superfields (also bilocal in the space-time coordi-
nates). If fl > 1, one can consider their graded supercommutators for the differences of
superspace coordinates lying on the super-light cone. The postulate that such a superal-
gebra closes leads to the supersymmetric extension of D = 4 Fritzsch-Gell-Mann algebra
far bilocal internal symmetry currents (see [10]).
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